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ABSTRACT

The Tomasulo Algorithm is the classical scheduler sup-
porting out-of-order execution; it is widely used in cur-
rent high performance micro processors. In this paper,
we combine the Tomasulo Scheduler with a reorder buffer
which implements precise interrupts, and we give a math-
ematical correctness proof for this enhanced scheduling
algorithm. We show that data consistency is maintained,
and that the scheduling is deadlock free and fair.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The performance of in-order, pipelined designs drops as
soon as data dependencies occur or instructions with high
latency such as floating point or memory instructions are
used. Therefore, today’s high-performance microproces-
sors such as Intel’s Pentiums [1, 2], AMD’s K7 or IBM’s
PowerPCs [3, 4] employ out-of-order execution to raise
performance.

In contrast to in-order execution, out-of-order execution
permits that instructions which block the execution stream
can be overtaken by later instructions. This results in bet-
ter utilization of the function units and in a higher perfor-
mance compared to the pipelined in-order designs [5].

In processors with out-of-order execution, the resources
and the instruction flow are governed dynamically by
hardware schedulers. Most of these schedulers are based
on the Tomasulo algorithm which was introduced in the
IBM 360/91 [6].

It its original form, the Tomasulo scheduler does not sup-
port precise interrupts, which is another key concept of
modern CPUs [7]. Precise interrupts are required by many
techniques, like IEEE floating point arithmetic, virtual
memory, or fast I/O [8]. There exist several mechanisms
for implementing precise interrupts such as the reorder
buffer, the future file[7], and the instruction window [9].
The reorder buffer is most commonly used. In this paper
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we therefore analyze a variant of the Tomasulo scheduler
with a reorder buffer.

Related Work

Recent papers show the correctness of the original Toma-
sulo scheduling algorithm in different models using auto-
mated model checkers. Henzinger et al. [10] use reactive
models to specify an intuitive definition of the instruction
set architecture and the scheduling hardware.

Damm and Pnueli [11] prove the original Tomasulo algo-
rithm by refinement. In [12], they improve their approach
by introducing the concept of predicted values. McMillan
[13] partly automates the proof presented in [11] with the
help of compositional model checking.

Skakkebæk, Jones, and Dill [14] provide a formal method
called incremental flushing to verify a scheduler support-
ing out-of-order execution. Arvind and Shen [15] follow a
new approach. They use term rewriting systems to prove
the data consistency of a Tomasulo scheduler which was
enhanced by hardware for speculative execution.

Except for [15] all these papers focus on hardware sched-
ulers for out-of-order execution which do not support pre-
cise interrupts. In addition, all proofs concentrate on data
consistency only and do not analyze whether the sched-
uler is deadlock-free. Nevertheless, the deadlock aspect
cannot be ignored, since it was shown that the original
Scoreboard, which is another major scheduler, can dead-
lock [16].

Contribution

This paper presents a variant of the Tomasulo scheduling
algorithm which, in order to support precise interrupts, is
enhanced by a reorder buffer. For this modified scheduling
algorithm, we present a mathematical correctness proof.
We show that data consistency is maintained, and that the
scheduling algorithm is deadlock-free and fair. The fair-
ness and the deadlock-free execution are shown by a worst
case run-time analysis of an arbitrary program.

2. THE SCHEDULING ALGORITHM

In general, the execution of an instruction can be split into
the following phases:



decode issue dispatch complete terminate

� Instruction fetch: The instruction is fetched from the
instruction memory system into a special register.

� Instruction decode: The instruction is decoded, is-
sued and dispatched. During issue, the instruction
is assigned to a function unit, and together with its
operands it is buffered in a queue. During dispatch,
the data are passed to the function unit for the actual
execution.

� Execution: The calculation and data transfer is per-
formed.

� Writeback: Once an instruction leaves the function
unit (complete), its result is buffered and forwarded
to later instructions. In the final step (terminate), the
result is written into the register file and it is checked
for interrupts.

The original Tomasulo scheduling algorithm [6] is limited
to two-address-instructions, but it is easy to extend the al-
gorithm to handle today’s common instructions with three
or more addresses [8]. Since the original Tomasulo algo-
rithm does not support precise interrupts, we have added
a reorder buffer(ROB). In the following, we describe this
variant of the Tomasulo scheduling algorithm [17]. Fig-
ure 1 gives an overview of the basic data paths of a design
employing this scheduler.

During issue, an instruction is written into areservation
stationof an appropriate function unit. The instruction is
even issued if some of the operands of the instruction are
still missing. The reservation stations therefore basically
form a queue for the issued instructions.

As soon as all operands of the instruction in a reserva-
tion station are available, the instruction is ready to be
dispatched into the actual function unit. This is the point
where instructions leave the program order. When leaving
the function unit, the result is stored in a result buffer and
thecommon data bus(CDB) is requested for writing. As
soon as the CDB is assigned to the function unit, the result
data and the tag of the instruction is put on the CDB. The
reservation stations snoop this bus for the operands they
are missing. They can identify the results by the tag.

3. KEY DATA STRUCTURES

The Tomasulo scheduling algorithm requires the following
data structures: the register files are extended by a pro-
ducer table, and a set of reservation stations is assigned to
each function unit.

Producer Table

Each register, namedRi.data, is extended by a tag and a
valid flag. This extension is calledproducer table. The
additional fields have the following purposes:

� The valid flagRi.valid of a register is set iff the cor-
responding registerRi.datacontains the appropriate
data.

� If the valid flag is not set, the tag data itemRi.tagof
the register contains a tag pointing to the instruction
which produces the desired result.

Reservation Stations

Each function unit is extended by an instruction buffer
which queues the issued instructions. These buffer entries
are calledreservation stations. Each reservation station
RSi holds exactly one instruction and its operands and con-
sists of the following components:

� TheRSi.full bit is set iff the entry is in use.

� TheRSi.tag item contains the ROB tag of the instruc-
tion buffered in reservation stationRSi. This item
replaces the destination address used in the original
Tomasulo algorithm.

� The RSi.op1 and RSi.op2 items hold the source
operands of the instruction. They are a copy of the
appropriate register file and producer table entries
with same semantics.

The Reorder Buffer

In order to realize precise interrupts, we add areorder
buffer (ROB) [7]. An interrupt between instructionIi�1

andIi is precise iff instructionsI1,...,Ii�1 are completed
before starting the interrupt service routine and later in-
structionsIi, Ii+1, ... did not change the state of the ma-
chine [7].

The results of the instructions leave the function units in an
arbitrary order. On completion, the reorder buffer gathers
the results and later-on writes them into the register file in
issue order. However, before writing the result of instruc-
tion Ii, it is checked whether this instruction causes an in-
terrupt or not. Thus, in case of an interrupt, the register file
contains exactly all modifications made by instructionsI1,
..., Ii�1.

The reorder buffer is realized as FIFO queue with a head
pointerROBheadand a tail pointerROBtail. New instruc-
tions are put into the ROB entry pointed to by the tail
pointer, i.e.,ROB[ROBtail]. The instruction is passed to
the reservation station together with this pointerROBtail
as tag.

When an instruction completes, both the result and the
exception flags are written into the reorder buffer entry
pointed to by its reorder buffer tag.
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Figure 1: Structure of a CPU core with Tomasulo Scheduler



f
RS.full:=1;
RS.tag:=ROBtail;
For all operands x of Ii with address r

if R r.valid=1
RS.op x:=R r;

else if CDB.tag=R r.tag and CDB.valid
RS.op x:=CDB;

else
RS.op x:=ROB[R r.tag];

if ( Ii has a destination register r)
Rr.tag:=ROBtail;
Rr.valid=0;
ROB[ROBtail].dest:= r;

else
ROB[ROBtail].dest:=none;

ROBtail:=ROBtail+1;

g

Figure 2: Issue protocol

In each cycle, the entry at the head of the reorder buffer is
tested. If it is valid, i.e., the instruction has completed, a
check for exceptions is performed and the data is written
into the register file. Depending on the type of the inter-
rupt, the result ofIi is written into the register file before
executing the interrupt service routine.

The ROB address of the instruction is also used as a tag to
identify the result. This is in contrast to the original Toma-
sulo design which uses tags associated with the reservation
stations. To prevent that the same tag is used by differ-
ent instructions simultaneously, the original Tomasulo re-
quires a busy bit in each reservation station. This allows to
keep track of the instructions which have been dispatched
already. Since the new algorithm uses tags associated with
a ROB entry, it can clear the reservation station right after
dispatch and thus, the busy bits are no longer necessary.

3. THE SCHEDULING PROTOCOL

This section presents the scheduling protocol in detail [17,
18]. The execution of an instructionIi is split into six
phases: fetch, issue, dispatch, execution, completion and
writeback.

Issue

Let Ii be the instruction to be issued. For issue, it is es-
sential that an appropriate reservation station and a ROB
entry are available (Fig. 2). If so, the instruction and its
operands are issued into this reservation station entry. For
each operand of the instruction three sources have to be
checked: The operand can be in the register file, on the
CDB, or in the reorder buffer. If the operand is the des-
tination of a preceding, uncompleted instructionIj , the
operand is not valid yet, and then, instead of the result,

RS.op x.valid=1 for all operands x

and the function unit is not stalled
f

Pass instruction, operands,
and tag to FU

RS.full:=0;

g

Figure 3: Dispatch protocol

if FU has result and

got CDB-acknowledge

f

CDB.valid:=1;

CDB.data:=result from FU;

CDB.tag:=tag from FU;

ROB[CDB.tag].valid:=1;

ROB[CDB.tag].data:=CDB.data;

g

Figure 4: Completion protocol

the tag of instructionIj is stored in the reservation sta-
tion. The forwarding of operands directly from the CDB
is essential for the correctness, as mentioned by [13].

Simultaneously, the ROB entryROB[ROBtail] is allocated
and initialized for the instruction. If the instruction has a
destination register, the address of this register is stored
in the ROB entry and the tail pointerROBtail is stored as
tag in the producer table entry of the destination register.
Afterwards, the tail pointer is incremented.

Dispatch

During instruction dispatch (Fig. 3), a valid instruction
moves from a reservation station into the actual function
unit. An instruction is valid iff all its operands are valid.
Furthermore, dispatch can only be performed if the func-
tion unit is not stalled, i.e., it must be ready to accept a
new instruction. If several instructions for a certain func-
tion unit are valid, the scheduler has to choose one for dis-
patch. Our correctness proof relies on choosing the oldest
among the valid instructions. The dispatch hardware must
ensure this. After dispatch, the reservation station is freed.

In real hardware, the operands can also be forwarded via
CDB. In contrast to the forwarding during issue, this for-
warding is just an optimization and not necessary for cor-
rectness. Thus, this protocol element is omitted here.

Completion

Before completion (Fig. 4), the reservation station requests
the CDB. As soon as the reservation station gets an ac-
knowledge, the result and the ROB tag are put on the CDB.
The according reorder buffer entry is filled with the result
and its valid bit is set.



if RS.full=1 and RS.op x.valid=0

and RS.op x.tag=CDB.tag

f

RS.op x:=CDB;

g

Figure 5: CDB snooping protocol

if ROB not empty

and ROB[ROBhead].valid=1

f

if instruction in the ROB[ROBhead]

requires writeback

f

x:=ROB[ROBhead].dest;

Rx.data:=ROB[ROBhead].data;

if ROBhead=R x.tag

Rx.valid=1;

g

ROBhead:=ROBhead+1;

g

Figure 6: Retirement / writeback protocol

Snooping on the CDB

On completion, the result of an operation is put on the
CDB. Instructions in the reservation stations, which de-
pend on this result, read the operand data from the CDB
(Fig. 5). In order to do so, reservation stations with miss-
ing operands check wither the tag of the operand matches
the tag on the CDB. If so, the result on the CDB is copied
into the reservation station.

Retirement, Writeback, and Interrupts

During retirement (Fig. 6), a result of an instruction in the
ROB is written into the register file. Note that the valid
bit is only set if the tag in the register file matches the
tag of the instruction. If the tags do not match, a later
instruction with the same destination register was issued.
Thus, a set valid bit truly indicates that the register holds
its appropriate value.

In contrast to the original Tomasulo scheduling algorithm,
the write back of the result value always takes place, even
if the tags do not match. This is essential for the interrupt
mechanism. Since the writeback of the results is made in
program order, the register file after the writeback of in-
structionIi matches the register file of after the sequential
execution ofI1, ...,Ii.

Prior to writeback, a check for interrupts is performed.
In case of interrupts such as page faults the writeback is
skipped. On interrupts such as external interrupts used for
I/O, the writeback takes place as usual. Then all interrupts
are processed as follows: all valid bits of the registers are
set, the complete instruction pipeline including the reser-
vation stations, function units, and the reorder buffer is

cleared, i.e., all remaining instructions in the queues are
discarded.

4. DATA CONSISTENCY

In this section we show that data consistency is main-
tained. The following shorthands are used:fetch(i),
issue(i), disp(i), compl(i) and term(i) denote the cycles
in with instructionIi is fetched, issued, dispatched, com-
pleted and terminated, respectively.

Let I1, ..., In be an instruction sequence in the scheduled
execution. Data consistency intuitively means that the re-
sults generated by any instructionIi conform to the se-
mantics of a sequential execution. These semantics are
defined as transition rules on an abstract configuration set
C(i) of the machine. The configuration includes all regis-
ters, and the rest of the program to be executed. The start
configurationC(0) is the configuration after the reset.

This sequential machine processes one instruction with
each transition. Let the source registers of instructionIi be
S1(i) to Ss(i)(i) with values�1(i) to �s(i)(i) and the des-
tination registerD(i) with result valueÆ(i). We uses(i)
source registers to handle an arbitrary number of source
registers. We limit the proof to one destination register
for sake of simplicity, but it is easy to extend it to handle
multiple destination registers per instruction.

Let opi be the operation that instructionIi performs. In-
structionIi can then be specified as

Ii: D(i) = opi(S1(i),..,Ss(i)(i))

with values

Ii: Æ(i) = opi(�1(i),..,�s(i)(i))

As mentioned above, the abstract machine processes in-
structionIi in transitioni, which results in configuration
C(i). Registers not written by instructionIi are passed
unmodified from configurationC(i� 1).

Let last(r; i) be index of the last instruction priorIi which
modified registerr:

last(r; i) = maxf j < i j D(j) = r g

This allows for a simple criterion of data consistency for
the scheduled execution.

Criterion For any instructionIi, for any given
source registerx, the value of registerx read byIi must
be the result of the last instruction writing it:

�x(i) = Æ(last(Sx(i); i)) 8x 2 f1; ::; s(i)g



If there is no such instruction, last(Sx(i); i) is undefined.
It is therefore assumed that all registers, which are used as
source register, are initialized by the program prior their
first use.

In the rest of the section, we prove that this condition holds
for a machine implementing the protocols of section 3.
This is done with the help of five invariants.

Invariant 1 and 2 summarize the semantics of the register
file itemsvalid and tag. Depending on the value of the
valid bit, these invariants state where the appropriate value
of the register can be found. Invariant 3 serves the same
purpose for the operand data in the reservation stations.
Invariant 4 and 5 specify the source of the data on the CDB
and in the ROB, respectively.

For any cyclet, let Rt
r denote the content of the register

Rr during cyclet.

Invariant 1 Let t = issue(i) be the cycle in which
instructionIi is issued. Any given registerRr in the regis-
ter file which is marked valid in this cycle holds the result
of the last instruction prior toIi writing Rr.

Rt
r.valid = 1 =) Rt

r.data= Æ(last(r; i))

Invariant 2 Let t = issue(i) be the cycle in which
instructionIi is issued. Any given registerRr in the reg-
ister file which is marked invalid in this cycle is the desti-
nation register of an previous instructionIj (j < i) which
has not retired yet. In this case, the tag item of the register
holdsIj .tag, i.e., the tag of the instructionIj . This instruc-
tion is the last instruction writingRr, i.e.,j=last(r; i):

Rt
r.valid = 0 =) Rt

r.tag= Ilast(r;i).tag

Invariant 3 In any cyclet, let instructionIi be
an instruction in reservation station RSl. If there is an
operandx in this reservation station which is not valid yet
(RStl .opx.valid=0), there must be a previous instructionIj ,
which produces the value for the operand, andIj has not
completed yet. Thus,Ij it is the last instruction prior toIi
writing the source register ofIi. The tag of instructionIj
is the tag inRStl .opx.tag.

RStl .opx.valid = 0 and Ii in RSl
=) RStl .opx.tag= Ilast(Sx(i);i).tag

Invariant 4 In any cyclet, let Ii be an instruction
in issue or dispatch stage, i.e.,issue(i) � t � dispatch(i).
Let Ii have a source operandr = Sx(i) with tagSx(i).tag.
If the CDB is valid and if the CDB tag is equal to the tag
of the operand, the result of the last instruction prior toIi
writing the operand is on the CDB.

CDBt.tag = Sx(i).tag =) Æ(last(r; i)) = CDBt.data

Invar ant 5 In any cyclet, let Ii be an instruction
in issue or dispatch stage. LetIi have a source operand
r = Sx(i) with tagSx(i).tag. If the ROB entry pointed
to by the tag of the operand is valid, the result of the last
instruction writing the operand is in this ROB entry.

ROBt[Sx(i).tag].valid = 1
=) Æ(last(r; i)) = ROBt[Sx(i).tag].data

With the help of these invariants, the proof of the data con-
sistency is done by induction over the numbern of instruc-
tions. Forn = 0, the claim is obvious, since no instruc-
tions have been issued. The induction forn > 0 requires
a distinction of two cases. Let instructionIi read source
operandSx(i). The protocol permits this in two different
phases.

� Let instructionIi read registerr=Sx(i) during issue.
In dependence of the value ofRr.valid, either invari-
ant 1 or invariant 2 applies. IfRr.valid is set, the
operand is copied from the register file and the claim
is an implication of invariant 1.

If Rr.valid is not set, invariant 2 states thatRr con-
tains the tag of the instructionIj which produces the
result. As the operand of the instruction is already
available during issue, it is copied from either the
CDB or the ROB, and then either invariant 4 or 5 ap-
plies. Thus, the result in the ROB or on the CDB is
Æ(last(r; i)). The instructionIj had correct operands
because ofj < i.

� Let instruction Ii read registerr=Sx(i) while in
reservation stationRSl, i.e., the operand is read by
the CDB snooping protocol. This only happens if
RSl.opx.valid is not set. In this case, invariant 3 states
that the tag inRSl.opx.tag is the tag of the instruc-
tion Ij which producesÆ(last(r; i)). The protocol re-
quires this tag to be equal to the tag on the CDB, thus
invariant 4 applies.Ii therefore reads the result ofIj .
This is the correct result because ofj < i.

5. TERMINATION AND FAIRNESS

The termination proof will show that an instruction se-
quenceI1, ..., In is processed in a finite amount of clock
cycles.

Hardware Constraints

Our proof requires several hardware properties:

� As mentioned above, the dispatch hardware must
choose the oldest among the valid instructions.

� The CDB must be allocated round robin to the re-
questing producers.

� Our proof assumes fully pipelined function units.
However, it is easy to extend it to handle iterative
function units such as floating point dividers.



Note that all instructions are issued in program order and
terminate in program order, i.e.,issue(i) < issue(j) and
term(i) < term(j) for any i < j. In-order termination
is an implication of the fact that an instruction terminates
when leaving the ROB. The ROB is a FIFO queue and is
filled in program order.

Consequently, to prove termination, it is sufficient to
prove that a finite� exists with

term(i) + � � term(i+ 1) (1)

for any i, i.e., to find an upper bound for the number of
cycles of an instruction. A weak bound of� to satisfy
Eq. (1) can be determined by summing up the maximum
time which an instruction spends in each stage after
all previous instructions terminated. Let�0 denote the
maximum time spent for the instruction fetch and so on.

� � �0 + :::+ �4 (2)

The bound (1) is proved by induction over the numbern

of instructions.

Fetch The instruction fetch can be performed if
the issue stage is not stalled. After all previous instruc-
tions terminated, the issue stage becomes available at the
latest and instructionIi can be fetched. Letlmem be the
maximum latency of the memory, then�0 = lmem, i.e.:

fetch(i) � term(i� 1) + lmem

IssueInstructionIi can be issued if there is a free,
appropriate reservation station and if the ROB is not full.
Both conditions hold one cycle after all previous instruc-
tions terminated at the latest. Thus,�1 = 1.

Dispatch InstructionIi can be dispatched iff all
its operands are valid and if the function unit is able to
accept data. Obviously, the operands are valid after all
previous instructions terminated. However, the function
unit might be blocked by later instructions, i.e, instructions
Ij with j > i. Assuming fully pipelined function units,
the function unit can accept a new instruction as soon as
one result leaves the function unit. However, before an
instruction can leave the function unit, it is necessary to
wait for the CDB. Since the CDB is allocated round robin,
this takes at mostf cycles, withf being the number of
function units. Thus, it takes�2 = f cycles at most un-
til the function unit accepts a new instruction. AsIi is
the oldest valid instruction in the reservation stations (all
previous instructions already terminated),Ii is dispatched
afterwards.

Completion Let l be the number of pipeline
stages of the function unit (including the result buffer
pipeline stage). For each instruction in the pipeline, the
CDB has to be requested which takes at mostf cycles per
instruction. Thus, instructionIi leaves the function unit
(completes) after at most�3 = l � f cycles.

Term nat on A valid (completed) instruction in
the ROB terminates one cycle after all previous instruc-
tions terminated. Thus,�4 = 1.

6. CONCLUSION

Although already introduced in 1967, the Tomasulo sched-
uler can be enhanced to meet today’s requirements like
precise interrupt handling. Such a Tomasulo scheduler
then outperforms other competing schedulers at a reason-
able cost (gate count) increase, as shown in [5]. Thus, the
Tomasulo scheduling algorithm remains a good choice for
current microprocessor designs.

Despite of the complexity of the enhanced Tomasulo
scheduler, the paper gives a fairly simply correctness proof
which also covers the deadlock aspect. However, our proof
omits the scheduling problem within complex function
unit such as iterative floating point dividers. The combi-
nation of Tomasulo scheduling with variable latency func-
tion units is for example covered by [19]. Furthermore,
our proof lacks automatization. The concept of model
checking should be applied to modern variants of the well
known scheduling algorithms.
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